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INDRA SIGNS A CONTRACT TO PROVIDE THE GERMAN 

NAVY’S NEW K130 CORVETTES WITH ITS RIGEL ELECTRONIC 

DEFENSE SYSTEMS  
 

 It is a state-of-the-art solution that incorporates the most advanced digital reception technology to 
guarantee maximum detection range and sensitivity and to counteract any radar signal 

 

 It provides a remarkable superiority to operate in the most complex environments, making it 
possible to 'see' the enemy before it detects the presence of the vessel 

 

 The first series of K130 corvette class ships, currently in service with the German Navy, already 
operate with this system, which meets NATO requirements 

 

 Over a hundred navy ships worldwide have been fitted with Indra's electronic defense system. The 
company has become one of the global leaders in this field 

 
 
Madrid, December 11, 2018.- Indra will equip the second series of K130 corvette class ships of the German 
Navy with its latest generation Rigel electronic defense system, enhancing the capacity of these vessels even 
in the most complex environments. 
 
The company has signed an important contract with the naval systems company Atlas Elektronik and will deliver 
five Rigel RESM/RECM systems (Radar Electronic Support Measures/Radar Electronic Countermeasures). 
 
It is a key technology that allows the ship to track the electromagnetic space and detect active radar emissions 
in its environment.  
 
It also allows multiple active threats to be countered simultaneously by means of disturbance and deception 
techniques. 
 
Indra has incorporated broadband digital reception technology into its system to guarantee the maximum 
sensitivity and detection range possible, which provides a remarkable superiority to the ship.  
 
All these capabilities have been tested with excellent results in the most difficult and complex real 
electromagnetic scenarios. The system offers optimal response time and precision in this type of environment. 
 
The solution meets the demands of the NATO countries, which require the highest levels of performance.  
 
Experience with the German Navy 
 
Indra has already implemented its RESM/RECM systems in the first series of K130 corvettes that is currently 
in service with the German Navy. 
 
Therefore, it is a technology that the customer has tested and that responds to the needs of one of the most 
technologically demanding armies. 
 
 
Indra works with the world's leading shipyards, including Navantia, the Italian Fincantieri, the German tkMS, 
the Korean DSME and HHI and the Dutch Damen. 
 
In the field of electronic defense, it maintains a strong global leadership after having developed systems that 
protect different types of air, naval and land platforms. Over a hundred navy ships and submarines worldwide 
use Indra’s electronic defense systems. 
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About Indra 
 
Indra (www.indracompany.com) is one of the leading global technology and consulting companies and the 
technological partner for core business operations of its customers world-wide. It is a world-leader in providing 
proprietary solutions in specific segments in Transport and Defense markets, and a leading firm in Digital 
Transformation Consultancy and Information Technologies in Spain and Latin America through its affiliate 
Minsait Its business model is based on a comprehensive range of proprietary products, with a high-value focus 
and with a high innovation component. In the 2017 financial year, Indra achieved revenue of €3.011 billion, with 
40,000 employees, a local presence in 46 countries and business operations in over 140 countries. 
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